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Mountains and moorlands and the
Cairngorms go together in our minds but,
in our musings, the rivers can be a bit
neglected and the Don more neglected

“Ae mile o Donside is worth twa miles o
Dee, septin* for salmon, stane and tree”
runs the old Scots saw and there is good
reason for it. For much of their courses,
the Spey and the Dee run through granite
which gives rise to coarse, acid, mineral
poor soils, but much of the course of the
Don runs through a band of more mineral
rich rocks that produce more fertile soils.
Extensive side glens like Glen Bucket are
thus surprisingly fertile, even with
limestone outcrops. It is not surprising
therefore that a1654 map by Sir Robert
Gordon of Straloch shows the whole
catchment of the Don has been deforested
even by then, unlike the Dee – a testimony
to the more intensive agriculture on the
better soils of the Don catchment. The
The Well of Don - From this little trickle at over
greater fertility of the catchment is also
680m grows the river.
why the Don has been famed for its
than most. Yet it is an unusual river and
fishing, especially its trout. “The river, as
the seventh largest in Scotland. As they
well as lesser streams, is justly held in high
wend their way through our lives, through repute for angling, few streams in the north
the Cairngorms and beyond, rivers are the of Scotland affording better fishing.” , says
unifying theme in that changing landscape. Alexander Smith in his “New History of
Follow the Don and it takes us far outwith Aberdeenshire” published in 1850. This
the Cairngorms and their National Park.
last was when considering the parish of
Place a man-made boundary on the map
Strathdon in the upper Don, well inside the
where you will, the river runs through it.
National Park, but the praise of the river is
Rivers have to be looked at and managed consistent through its mid-reaches and
as a whole, as has been realised by the
beyond. Of the river at Alford he says,
recent EU Water Framework Directive.
“The streams of the Don in Alford afford
Rivers have always had a special
the best trout fishing of almost any in its
significance for people, as a symbolic
whole course and in April, salmon and, late
expression of movement and life, even
in the season, grilse are to be found in its
religiously. River names like the Don are
pools.”
often the oldest on the map and the Don’s
name has religious origins, as it was
named after a once widely worshipped
river goddess. That’s why river names like
Dee and Don occur widely.

Naming a River
Don is Deathain in Scottish Gaelic
and it refers to a river-deity, as of
course does Dee. In modern Gaelic
De is the same word as for God
Giant hogweed dominating banks of the Don
*Septin = except for
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continued

comes true that, “everything is connected to everything.”
But the modern Don is in trouble, facing problems common All species need water, many human interests are involved
to many rivers, including others in the Cairngorms, such as and many actors have a part to play. Seventeen lead and
bioinvasion, diffuse pollution from agriculture, habitat loss, partner organisations are involved in this plan including
obstructions to migrating fish and declining fisheries. As so local and central government like the Cairngorms National
often, it is fishers and owners of fishing rights that are first Park Authority, voluntary organisations, and academic
institutions like Aberdeen University.
stirred to action. Enter the River Don Trust, formed in
2008. By 2009, it had created its Fisheries Management
Plan with the initial objective of “a survey programme to
But of course there is more to the river than fish and
systematically collect data on all fish species to establish
fishing. Smith’s 1850 history of Aberdeenshire mentions
the current status of fish populations and their habitats,---” the prolific trout fishings of the small tributary burns. Of the
Much else now takes place under that plan, including
Don and its tributary burn the “Bucket” in upper Donside,
public education and the removal of 60 identified
he says, “both rivers abound in trout of various kinds.” Of
obstructions to fish migration.
Deskry and Nochty burns, also in upper Donside, within
the National Park, he comments they are, “justly held in
Prime among threats to the river is probably bioinvasion by high repute for angling, few streams in the north of
Scotland affording better fishing”, and of the Esset in the
Invasive Non Native Species (INNS). The Trust’s
middle reaches, “The Esset is well stored with common
Biosecurity Plan, funded by the Scottish Environmental
Protection Agency’s River Restoration Fund has a primary burn trout --“. The fisheries in these burns were very much
a food source and later an important recreation for local
aim to “To establish a sustainable framework which will
prevent, detect, control and eradicate invasive non-native people, especially country boys. Many people could not
afford fishing permits. Surveys by the River Trust’s staff
species within the River Don catchment through
show trout are still present in these burns, but the fishers
appropriate management, data collection, liaison, and
education”. Invasive mink are being dealt with by trapping. confirm that, well within living memory, these fisheries, so
important to local people have gone. Something is amiss.
Plant invaders are often more difficult to deal with. In a
It raises the question whether all interests are being taken
previous newsletter, the Campaign pointed to the spread
into account.
of Giant Hogweed on the Don and the need for action.
There are now dense stands of this invasive species on
parts of the Don but again action is being taken. A more
“What is good for the fish, and hence for the fishing, is
worrying threat is Gyrodactylus salaries, a leachlike
good for the river” it is often said and there is much truth in
external parasite of atlantic salmon and related species
it. But it does not always run true. Compromises between
like Arctic charr and the brown trout. When accidentally
what is good for fishing and what is good for the broader
introduced to 41 Norwegian rivers, in the 1970s it caused
wildlife of the river and other human interests are made. A
catastrophic losses in salmon populations and hangs like a good example is the issue of large woody debris (LWD).
dark threat over Scottish rivers. With few exceptions, in
Branches, twigs and leaves fall in the river. The leaves in
control of bioinvasion, prevention is much cheaper and
particular, especially of trees like the alder, enrich the
more effective than cure and this is particularly true with
water with nutrients. The branches provide the habitat of
Gyrodactylis. Simple measures, like ensuring fishers
species that fish predate but also secure places for young
thoroughly clean waders and gear that they have used in
fish. The scale of fish populations in rivers like the Dee,
other rivers, can be important. It is also significant that the Don and Spey are almost certainly limited by the lack of it.
fish hatchery for restocking the Don is now planned for
Abundant LWD not only favours wildlife broadly, and can
closure and the funds redirected to habitat improvement.
even play a part in flood control, but can also get in the
Restocking of rivers has increasingly been seen as
way of fishers hooks and lures. Bankside trees that are the
irrelevant at best, on the simple premise that if fish stocks source of much LWD, and help prevent diffuse pollution
are low but a river’s habitat can support a higher fish
through soils and control bank erosion, can also restrict
population, the river can restore itself.
fishers’ casts. Fishers have a limit to the amount of LWD
they want around.
Interestingly, the approach to management of the Don
largely exemplifies modern trends in environmental
Is there a need for a wider “casting” approach to the
management and improvement. A survey of the
management of the Don? Problems of diffuse pollution, for
management of environmental change in the face of
example, stem largely from farms and their use of
environmental challenges in 1992 outlined emergent
fertilisers and/or contamination from animal dung and need
trends that have since strengthened (See box). The River to be solved within agriculture. There are catchment
Don Trust’s motto, “River in Harmony” reflects such an
management plans that have been created for the Dee
approach with its statement in its Biosecurity Plan of “The and the Spey. Is it perhaps time for a River Don
ultimate key to the effectiveness of this plan is the building Catchment Management Plan that takes an even wider
of local awareness, capacity and partnerships to ensure
overview than the Don Trust’s very good Fisheries
the success and long term sustainability of the presented
Management Plan?
actions.” With rivers, above all, the old ecological principle
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Six Modern Trends in Methods in Environmental Management
From planning to building a consensus for action
From expertise to facilitation
From information technology transfer to knowledge management
From clients to partnerships
From autonomous enterprises to networks
From hard to soft systems.

Environmental Challenges and the Management of Change by J Jiggins, G Muller, N Roling and R D
Watson. Paper presented to the 1992 Macromarketing Conference, The Netherlands Business School,
Nijenrode

ACTION BY THE CAMPAIGN
Control of Bulldozed Hill Tracks
When the Scottish Government issued a consultation on
development control that included the option of control on
the construction of bulldozed tracks in the uplands
(Consultation on Non-Domestic Elements of The Town
and Country Planning (General Permitted Development)
(Scotland) Order 1992) ) the Campaign put together fully
argued evidence urging control of these tracks that have
done so much damage not only to wild mountain areas
but also moorlands. It included photographs of classic
examples of this damage that seemed to have convinced
civil servants at least of the need for action. However, the
minister has declined to take action apparently on the
grounds that development should not be inhibited by
regulations, placing his faith in better guidance on
standards of construction. But there has been guidance
on this since 1976 and the problem has just got worse.
This refusal is a disappointment but the minister agreed
to reconsider the situation in some months. A group of
environmental and recreational voluntary groups are now
jointly acting to reverse this decision. The Campaign will,
among other help, provide further photographic evidence
of the crassly bad engineering of these tracks and
whatever other aid it can provide.

Court of Session Appeal Against Lord Glennie's
Judgment
Members will recall that the initial legal challenge against
aspects of the Cairngorms National Park Authority's
[CNPA's] Local Plan, held in January 2012 in the Court of
Session, Edinburgh, before Judge Lord Glennie, was
unsuccessful. However, the Cairngorms Campaign,
along with Badenoch and Strathspey Conservation Group
and the Scottish Campaign for National Parks decided to
appeal part of Lord Glennie's judgment, with support from
Buglife, Scottish Wild Land Group and the North East
Mountain Trust.
The grounds of our appeal rested upon what we consider
to be the lawful implementation of the EU Habitats
Directive during the local plan process. The Habitats
Directive requires Member States, of which the UK is
one, to "avoid [in European Sites] the deterioration of
natural habitats and the habitats of species as well as
disturbance of the species for which the sites have been
designated ...". The "European Sites" referred to are
Special Areas of Conservation (SACs) and Special
Protection Areas (SPAs) for wild birds: they are supposed
to afford the highest level of protection for nature
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ACTION BY THE CAMPAIGN contd.
conservation of all designated sites, and there are several
within the Cairngorms National Park, including some close
to proposed large housing developments in the CNPA's
Local Plan. The Habitats Directive requires that an
'appropriate assessment' must be undertaken to ascertain
whether or not any proposed development will 'adversely
effect' a European Site, if this is considered likely. The
planning authority must be certain that it will not, if it is to
allow a development to proceed.
The question raised by our appeal is this: is it lawful to
leave the assessment of any possible 'adverse effects' of a
proposed development to the latest possible stage in the
planning process, as the CNPA wishes to do, or should it
be undertaken as early as possible, as soon as sufficient
information becomes available? To take the example of An
Camas Mor: here the proposal is for 1500 houses and
associated infrastructure of roads, sewerage, water supply
etc. We maintain that an assessment of the potential
adverse effects of such a development could, and
should lawfully, be made at an early stage, before it is
formally allocated within the Local Plan. The CNPA policy
is to make such an allocation in the Local Plan without that
detailed assessment, which means that several years of
planning and consultation can then go by before, finally, a
formal planning application is lodged and an assessment
is made. At that time, with the proposal firmly established
within the Local Plan, is there really any possibility that the
CNPA will, in the face of the huge head of steam behind
the development, decide that it creates 'adverse effects'
and refuse permission? Is that a lawful way to proceed,
such that decisions are made in such a constrained
environment?

At the time of writing, despite a very heartening and
generous response from our members to our fundraising
appeal, we are still a long way short of covering our
considerable legal costs, and fundraising continues.
Anyone able and willing to contribute is urged to visit
www.safeguardthecairngorms.org.uk ,which is our main
fundraising website.

The Cairngorms National Park Local
Development Plan – Consultation on Main Issues
Report
Joint Response from The Cairngorms Campaign
and The Scottish Wild Land Group
The new Local Plan for the Park is now being developed.
There is much to concern us in this report and the
Campaign and the Scottish Wild Land Group made a
detailed joint response. Space limits detailed description of
these comments, which can be viewed under News on our
website. Among the points we raised was the inadequate
descriptions of the special qualities of the Park. These, we
felt, provided ”little of any substance whereby they can be
adequately recognised and protected.” These needed to
be “adequately and precisely described, so that their
condition might be properly recognised and monitored,
and thereby protected and enhanced.”
Another chief concern was the clear collision between the
stated issue of the need to reduce consumption of
resources within the Park and housing policy. It seemed to
us that the Park Authority was claiming to be responding
to the need to reduce consumption whilst simultaneously
promoting an unsustainable rapid growth in housing,
particularly one based upon building more than 75% open
market luxury houses to cater for demand for second/
holiday/retirement/commuter houses. This was absurd and
analogous to a householder who runs a large car and
turns the central heating up, deluding himself that he is
saving the planet by installing a couple of low energy light
bulbs.

When the Habitats Directive was first ratified within the
UK, in 1994, the then Highland Regional Council
[HRC] Planning Department produced and widely
circulated a discussion paper about its potential effects.
This paper expressed concerns about the Habitats
Directive because of perceived conflicts with economic
and social development. However, HRC found "some
comfort" from "assurances from Government that the
Directive will be implemented 'with the lightest possible
touch' and with due regard to economic, social and cultural
Concern has long been expressed at the impact of
interests."
extensive house building in Badenoch and Strathspey.
Even by 1991, when Highland Regional Council, in its First
It appears to the Cairngorms Campaign and its supporters Draft Local Plan stated (with reference to Badenoch and
that that "lightest possible touch" is riding roughshod over Strathspey), “concern is emerging about the rate and scale
the Habitats Directive in the Cairngorms National Park.
of change in established villages. Unsympathetic
cramming and expansion of communities is eroding their
character and setting, threatening to overwhelm facilities,
Our case was heard in the Court of Session before three
or creating imbalances in the social structure.” The “Main
judges on 12/13th March. Three directors of the
Issues Report - Background Evidence 1 Housing and
Cairngorms Campaign attended and heard our QC
present our case on the first day, followed by the QCs for Population” in the present document claims it “sets out the
the CNPA and developers on the second. It is likely to take rationale for the new housing requirements identified in the
Main Issues Report.” But it does not, using unjustified
several weeks before the judgment is known.
housing predictions. Actual data show Badenoch and
Strathspey had the highest decadal population growth rate
(at 6.86%) of any area in Highland from 1991-2001. This
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represents a doubling of population in less than a century
and a growth rate greater than any other rural district in
Scotland and is completely at odds with growth rates
elsewhere in Europe within National Parks. It was that
rapid, unsustainable, rate of growth in housing and
population that gave rise to much of the impetus towards
establishing the Cairngorms National Park, yet it is that
large unsustainable trend in both population and housing
growth that has contributed to the present projections.

Campaign’s Response to the Management Plan
for Mar Lodge Estate

The Campaign was invited to respond to consultations on
the National Trust for Scotland’s Management Plan for Mar
Lodge Estate. Unusually, it declined to comment though
the Campaign supports much the Trust has done there.
Previous to this, the Campaign spent considerable time
and resources examining the review of deer management
Controversy Over Enforced Deer Cull in Glen Isla. by the Trust’s Independent panel, attending meetings with
Policy on Deer Management
the Panel and the Trust, and submitting a careful and
detailed critique of the Panel’s Review. The critique,
viewable on our website, revealed serious and obvious
The Caenlochan area including mountains like Glas Maol
errors including basic and simple arithmetic errors in
south of Braemar, is one of the most important botanical
upland sites in the UK. Intense overgrazing by red deer has calculations about red deer numbers and predictions of the
impacts of cull levels that collectively reduced the Review’s
been a most vexed issue for years, culminating in an
conclusions to nonsense. On this basis alone, a published
enforced cull of a staggering nearly 8000 red deer, by
which time it was possible to see herds of over 1000 stags rewrite of the Review and a recalculation of the deduced
on the move. SNH set culls levels again recently but not all predictions were necessary before recommendations on
deer management could be made. Further faults in
estates in the area, in this case specifically Glen Isla,
analysis strengthened this need but it was not done.
achieved the target culls. When SNH insisted on the culls
being achieved, loud protests came from the Scottish
Gamekeepers Association. The Campaign wrote to SNH
Both local communities and communities of interest such
urging that the culls be enforced for the sake of the
as the North East Mountain Trust and the Cairngorms
protected area and to achieve sustained improved
Campaign submitted evidence as invited. An integral part
management of the area where research by the Macaulay of the Review had to be to show how the Panel considered
Land Use Research Institute had demonstrated the extent and weighed this evidence. No evidence presented by any
of the impacts of overgrazing.
consultee was considered in the Report, save the opinion
of the head stalker. At this point, consultation became
“insultation”!
It pointed out that the present issue was only part of a
much broader one involving SNH and other government
agencies in which, despite claims by various parties, there Finally, all evidence submitted by consultees was made
is a need for much more effective control of deer numbers. public, but evidence submitted at a final meeting between
Too much reliance was placed on deer fencing at public
the Panel and local landowners or their representatives
expense instead of effective deer culls that were often
was not made public. Organisations with local experience
resisted by powerful landowning interests. In our Autumn
have witnessed this pattern of decision-making on deer
2012 issue, we described the spread of red deer towards
management before on Deeside.
lowland areas. Recently, a parliamentary question has
revealed that public expenditure on establishing deer
At this juncture therefore, though the Campaign supports
fending between 2003 and 2012 was a colossal
much the Trust has done on Mar Lodge Estate, the
£23,347,069 with expenditure rising. In 2102 alone it was
Campaign wrote saying that, until the Trust could offer
£5,127,542. SNH alone over that eight year period spent
some reassurance that an input would be seriously
£233,546. At times of government cuts to important
considered, it would not comment on the Draft
budgets, this is ridiculous.
Management Plan. No such assurance was received. The
The Campaign therefore urged SNH to stick firmly to its
track record on this mismanaged affair has done the
culling targets for Glen Isla, take broader measures to
National Trust for Scotland’s reputation and standing
contain a growing problem and avoid public expenditure on considerable damage.
deer fencing instead of effective culling.

Stop Press
The Campaign has lodged an objection to an application to housing
development in Kingussie on the grounds of a lack of and Environmental
Assessment of the impacts of the development – potentially on species
like the threatened wildcat.
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ISLANDS OF A KIND
A CAIRNGORMS JOURNEY THROUGH ISOLATION, EVOLUTION AND FRAGMENTATION

Deep Loch Muick, looking towards the Glas Allt. Do its depths harbour new species?

In Loch an Eilein in Rothiemurchus sits an island
with a ruined castle amid dense growth of Scots
pine and birch. That stretch of water is why the
castle was built there. In the turbulent highlands, its
isolation gave some security. Once the need for
security relented, it lost its attractions as a place to
live and was deserted but the isolation had a new
effect. That stretch of water protected it from
grazing and burning and trees and shrubs could
grow producing the dense woody vegetation of
today. One of very few islands within the
Cairngorms, it demonstrates some of the effects of
isolation, which is what characterises an island. But
there are other kinds of islands in the Cairngorms.
Loch an Eilein itself for example, is an island of a
Sea pink - a maritime species tolerant of high nickel soil
Sea Campion - another nickel tolerant maritime species
kind – a water island, much isolated from other
concentrations on the Coyles of Muick
lochs and the lifeforms present in them, though
salmon, trout and other species can migrate up into it.
Water islands are a particularly interesting kind of island in the Cairngorms. Consider for example the arctic charr, a fish species of the same family as trout and salmon.
Nationally and internationally it is recognised as threatened and in need of conservation. The Scottish Highlands is a stronghold of this species and it is found in eight
lochs in the Cairngorms. Originally, these populations colonised these lochs from the sea before
geological changes like land rising after removal of the immense ice burden, cut off this route, for
example by creating impassable waterfalls. The arctic charr is noted for how isolated populations of the
same species differ from one another. Each population is isolated from the others, each within its own
water island like Loch Einich or Loch Cuach, each population evolving slowly, adapting to the conditions
in each loch. Species can evolve linearly, with a species changing over time, or divergently, slowly
developing into a diversity of types of the species or even separate species. The arctic charr in the
Scottish Highlands, is a recognised internationally significant example of divergent evolution.

Why is the common trout (often called the brown trout) found in some of the higher Cairngorm lochs but
not in others? Part of the answer may be that humans have introduced it to lochs where it was absent.
Environmental conditions in these high water islands are harsh – too harsh for many species, with ice
cover lasting through winter and into spring, and low levels of nutrient. This may be why trout once found
in Loch Etchachan and Loch nan Stuirteag appear to have disappeared – through natural extinction of a
local, isolated population that could not be recolonised naturally. But the lack of fish as predators in such
water islands has important results for the species living there. Large caddis larvae abound. Water
snails in them have paper-thin shells due to the lack of calcium in the water to make them. They are a
favourite fish food but in the absence of fish to eat them live long and grow unusually large. Palmate
newts, normally heavily predated by trout, become plentiful. In Scandinavia, in similar situations, it is the
smooth newt that occurs – making the Scottish situation that more unusual. In spring huge numbers of
frogs can be found spawning in high isolated pools. Such water islands each develop their own different
populations of species and such fishless water islands can become refugia for amphibians under
pressure elsewhere.
It can be even more intriguing. Some larger Cairngorm lochs are of a considerable depth with Loch
Loch Tay large Male ARCTIC CHARR
Einich at 40m and Loch Muick the deepest at 70m. At the bottom of the lochs’ deeps, in the coldest,
Photo Professor Colin Adams.
darkest water, there is another kind of island. Surface water layers move under the influence of wind,
currents and inflows from rivers and burns but deeper layers may sit unmoved, beyond the light and
currents. Even in a shallower loch like Loch Morlich this kind of stratification can tend to develop but in
Climbing to the Coyles of Muick - a rock island of serpentine.
deeper ones it is often a regular feature. Here, species adapted to these conditions are isolated from
warmer, lit water layers above that they cannot easily traverse. They evolve isolated from such species in
other lochs. When the deeps of Loch Ness were explored, no monster was found, but they did find a blind shrimp species new to science. Do such species exist in places like Loch
Muick, in these unexplored deepwater islands in the Cairngorms? We do not know yet.
Just as deepening levels of water create isolation, so also can altitude. With rising altitude, exposure, declining weather conditions, poorer soils and longer snowlie all make the
environment more hostile to plants and animals. Above about 640-650m, in the Cairngorms, trees cannot grow, forming a tree-line that is now largely obscured by deforestation. With
rising altitude plant and animal populations change further and, to some extent, plant communities of the higher peaks and plateau each become isolated from one another, each in an
ecological island, a rock island.

Arctic Charr
Top :Male in mating colour Loch Tay
Bottom :Female ex Loch Maree
Differences in form due to evolution
Photos Professor Colin Adams.
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A clearer example of rock islands are the outcrops of a
mineral rich rock called serpentine scattered across the
eastern Highlands, such as on the Coyles of Muick near
Ballater and the Hill of Towanreef in the Cabrach near
Lumsden. Soils derived from this rock contain nickel at high
levels toxic to many plants species. However, some coastal
plants, like sea pink and sea campion can tolerate these
nickel levels. Lo and behold they have found their way to
the Coyles and other widely scattered outcrops. How did
they get there and how does their presence influence
insect populations or other aspects of the ecology? A
further good example of rock islands is the outcrops of
limestone that occur in the Cairngorms surrounded by
more acid or less mineral rich rocks. Here too we find
plants like mossy saxifrage and northern rock-cress
adapted to the richer soils produced.
One last kind of island is the manmade island. Sometimes
habitats become fragmented as human activity destroys
most of it, leaving isolated remnants. The loss of the
Caledonian forest created good examples of isolated
surviving stands of Caledonian pine in places like Glen
Derry and Glen Feshie. In time, regeneration of the forest
might relink these fragments. When deer fencing is placed
around a forest area to exclude deer and permit
regeneration, it creates an island of a kind. Within them a
forest habitat develops without the influence of major
herbivores like deer browsing and grazing. This is fine for
growing timber, but for regenerating a natural forest it
creates as many problems as it solves.

Protective designations like Sites of Scientific Interest are
also human created islands created by manmade
boundaries within which the law and other measures are
used to isolate species and habitats from forces that are
destroying them outwith the boundary. The Cairngorms
National Park is of course an island of this kind - but what
are we trying to isolate, what are we trying to exclude, and
what would be the environmental results?
This is all part of a field of biology called “island
biogeography” in which an “island”, for these purposes, is
any area of suitable habitat surrounded by an expanse of
unsuitable habitat that isolates it from similar habitats.
Mountaintops and springs in the desert are both islands in
this sense and species that are not mobile are confined
within them. Their study teaches us much about such
things as immigration and extinction of species in natural
systems and the Cairngorms provide interesting examples.
Islands of a Kind, as a theme, can take you anywhere and
change how people see and understand their
surroundings.
This theme takes you on a Cairngorms journey through
isolation, fragmentation, bioinvasion and extinction,
carrying you and the story along between islands. Given
the demise of Gaelic within the Park area and the pressure
now on Broad Scots still spoken on the eastern side of it,
you can even extend the story into the theme of human
cultural evolution and destruction, the role of isolation
(cultural islands) on cultural evolution, and the destructive
impacts of invasion. Who will produce a World
Conservation Strategy for Human Cultures?

Quick Quotes
Entertainment from the SGA (Scottish Gamekeepers Association)
In response to a proposed cull of red deer in Glen Isla, the vice chairman, Mr Peter Fraser,
referring to other species that also can cause damage by overgrazing stated that:-

“It has been scientifically proven that damage by one hare is equivalent to that of 10 deer”
It would have to be a big hare!
Reacting to a study of deer populations in eastern England that led to recommendations for an
extensive deer cull, the same said of the impact such a cull on the Highlands that “whole

communities would die” That grossly overestimates the economic importance of deer stalking.
Perhaps the SGA should be renamed the “Silly Gamekeepers Association”
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In Brief
Proposed bridge over Dee at Braemar to
Invercauld

Apparent Reduction in Number of Illegally
Poisoned Raptors

A proposal is emerging for a bridge over the Dee to
Invercauld on the north side. It would be a bridge for traffic
on foot, bike and even horseback. A local community
group is behind the proposal and the advantages for that
community are clear, given its economic dependence on
tourism, including outdoor recreation. Braemar, as a
community, has not been exactly thriving economically in
recent times. The bridge would open up access to low
level walking and cycling routes clear of traffic on the north
side of the Dee more directly. It might also deflect some of
the cars that currently increasingly occupy the carpark at
Linn o Dee, where 124 cars can be commonly found. The
proposal also however raises issues. The current cost is
estimated at £1 million. If there is that amount of money
available for an access project, might there not be better
places to spend it? More broadly, for many years, a core
issue in the management and protection of the vulnerable
central areas of the Cairngorms has been the limitation,
not of access, but ease of access – the protection of the
“long walk in”. The bridge would provide more direct
access ultimately to the vulnerable central Cairngorms.
The concern is not that this construction would definitely
erode that protection but that so much of the access
creation in the Cairngorms takes place in the absence of
consideration of such core issues.

The Partnership for Action Against Wildlife Crime (PAW)
Scotland has just published maps showing the number
and general location of confirmed illegal poisonings in
2012, and cumulative figures for 2008 to 2012. PAWS
states that, “A total of three poisoning incidents were
recorded in 2012 resulting in the deaths of three birds of
prey: two buzzards and a golden eagle. This compares to
10 incidents and 16 birds of prey poisoned in 2011 – a
drop in incident numbers of 70 per cent.” It concludes that
the number of bird of prey poisoning incidents in Scotland
has decreased significantly, according to the latest
‘hotspot map’ for 2012. This is welcome news but we
should be wary of putting too much emphasis on
conclusions drawn from comparison of just two years even
though the difference is substantial. This is particularly the
case given that these offences occur mostly in remote
areas and the birds discovered are probably only a fraction
of those killed illegally. Also, gamekeepers are becoming
cleverer in their actions – for example by burning out
patches of juniper or other scrub harriers need for nesting
sites.

As the RSPB report Birdcrime 2011 – Offences Against
Wild Bird Legislation 2011 points out regarding the wider
situation in the UK, “The news, sadly, is grim. Very few
hen harriers nest successfully on land managed for grouse
New Chief Executive for the Cairngorms National shooting, although it provides the food and nesting sites
they need. In England, extinction as a breeding species
Park Authority
looms, with just one nesting attempt in 2012.” It adds,
“And it isn’t just hen harriers. A study of peregrines in
The Cairngorms National Park Authority has appointed a
northern England, by the RSPB and the Northern England
new chief executive, Grant Moir. He worked for the Loch
Raptor Forum, found breeding success on grouse moors
Lomond and the Trossachs National Park (LLTNPA) as
to be half that in other habitats, with peregrine populations
Director of Conservation and Visitor Experience and was
unable to sustain themselves without immigration from
heavily involved in the recent passing of bylaws by that
birds nesting successfully away from grouse moors.” In
park authority to control mass camping at sites within that
short grouse moors act as a sink into which peregrines
park. He is quoted as saying, "I'm a keen mountaineer and
searching for vacant territories migrate to their doom.
have enjoyed exploring the Cairngorms for 30 years. I'm
passionate about this area and I hope to meet as many
people as possible over the next few months and continue Given the central position of grouse moors in this problem,
the good work to make this a world class National Park."
it is not surprising that the PWAS maps show the
Previously, he worked for the Agriculture Policy Division of Cairngorms and indeed the Eastern Highlands in general,
the Scottish Executive's Environment and Rural Affairs
with their extensive grouse moors, are hotspots for
Department where latterly he was involved in rural policy
persecution. If the reduction is a real phenomenon, the
and CAP reform roles. This at least shows a wide
cause is almost certainly the provision for “vicarious
experience of landuse issues and it will be interesting to
liability” brought in under the Wildlife and Natural
see how matters develop under him.
Environment (Scotland) Act Known cryptically as the
WAYNE Act). Under this, where an estate employee like a
keeper is found guilty of illegal wildlife persecution, his
employers also can be deemed guilty unless they can
show clear direction from them ensuring no employee may
carry out such acts.

The Cairngorms Campaign website www.cairngormscampaign.org.uk
Email: email@cairngormscampaign.org.uk

Danish owners of Glen Feshie buys
Gaik estate to become second largest
landowner in Scotland

Kingussie: CC and other conservation
groups call for CNPA to give a screening
opinion for an Environmental Impact Assessment into controversial housing application for about 300 houses. Developer's
obligation to provide a complete mammal
survey not delivered. Impact on infrastructure and sensitive European conservation
interests not properly considered.

North of Aviemore: Conservationists warn of
inadequate wildcat survey at proposed caravan site at Granish. Nearby proposed go-kart
development delayed after CNPA admit failing
to require mammal survey.

Carrbridge: Detailed application imminent for major controversial
development in flower rich meadow and pinewood with red squirrels.

Carrbridge: Yet more housing proposed in new sensitive area by
woodland near the golf course

Grantown: Destruction of exceptionally high quality broadleaf woodland for
development of chalets in privately owned caravan site.

Proposal for bridge
over the Dee at
Braemar

Dispute over damage to soils
and vegetation of Caledonian
Pine Forest soils through
timber extraction methods in
Glen Tanar

Avalanches kill and
injure climbers and
hill walkers

Aviemore: Application for about 100 houses in birch
woodland and grassland at Dalfaber in habitat for
badger, wild cat, bats, rare scabious mining bee and
other wildlife.

Nethy Bridge: Detailed application for major controversial
development in School Wood imminent. This Ancient
Woodland site supports red squirrel, otter, bats, badger,
pine marten and rare Caledonian pinewood plants and
invertebrates

Grantown: Growing concern that capercaillie breeding failure is
associated with high levels of recreational disturbance in Anagach
Woods Special Protection Area.

This issue reflects the development pressures from housing development in Badenoch and Strathspey
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Who Would be a Red Squirrel?

Red squirrels are much in the news these days. Lively,
what harm a squirrel? “Beware of the Squirrels” doesn’t
cuddly and quick, the cutest kid on the block, they are
really ring true!
definitely a public favourite! But it was not always thus. The
red squirrel has a troubled past. Their populations in the
Efforts at reforestation from the 19th century on, lead to the
Scottish Highlands have long been under pressure.
next problem for the red squirrel. They were declared a
forestry pest, destroying the shoots of young trees for
Historically, the destruction of their woodland habitat has
example and heavily persecuted to extinction over much of
been a major cause of their decline. Over centuries,
Scotland. In the Cawdor plantations in Nairnshire, the
grazing, burning and felling steadily eroded the Caledonian reward of a few pence per tail led to the killing of 14,123
Forest and reduced the red squirrel’s natural habitat, often within a few years. Ritchie, in his important book “Animal
fragmenting it into isolated stands, each with its isolated
Life in Scotland”, published in 1920, records that, as late as
population, between which movement of squirrels would
1903, The Highland Squirrel Club was formed to counter
have been difficult. Nonetheless, great forests persisted in claimed damage by red squirrels in forests of the Northern
the Highlands of Scotland until the 18th century when
Highlands. In fifteen years it killed a staggering 60,450!
demands for their timber under the influence of historical
events like the Napoleonic wars and growing
Simultaneously, and perversely, reintroduction came into
industrialisation lead to large scale fellings. A good
fashion for capercaillie, squirrels and others. Just as some
example was the construction, by the famous Scottish
were busy exterminating squirrels others were busy
engineer Thomas Telford, of the Caledonian Canal. This, in
reintroducing them, usually from England. The 4th Duke of
its day, was a massive engineering undertaking with major
Atholl reintroduced squirrels to Dunkeld in 1793 (probably
international influence. It was the model for the Suez Canal
with Scandinavian stock!) and Lady Lovat introduced them
and lead to Telford’s critical involvement in the construction
at Beaufort Castle near Beauly in 1844. From such places
of the South Sweden canal – a key project in the industrial
they happily spread up wooded valleys. It is thought some
development of Sweden. The impact on the red squirrel’s
of the native stock survived in the Forest of Rothiemurchus
habitats was major. “The demand for timber was almost
and spread from there from the 1840s onwards. From
insatiable” records Haldane in his book New Ways Through
whatever source, they had reached Grantown by 1856 and
the Glens, “first to build huts for the men, workshops and
were happily recolonising Deeside in the 1860s. Not
offices, later to supply the carpenters’ shops that made
everyone was pleased of course. In Glen Tanar on
boarding, wheelbarrows, rough tools and innumerable
Deeside for example, they were held to have destroyed
items needed for work.” The project lead directly to the
1000 young trees worth £500, a fortune in those days, in
felling of large stands of pine, birch, ash and others in
the first 15 years after they recolonised the area. But the
Lochaber, Glen Garry and Glen Morrison. We should not
forests have survived their return and growth in numbers.
think of the loss being simply that of pine forest. Loch Oich,
Foresters now don’t even seem to regard them as a
in the middle of the canal, had to be dredged to give a
significant hazard. Red squirrels are now listed in Appendix
passage for boats. The words of Joseph Mitchell, in the
5 of the Wildlife and Conservation Act of 1981 and
same book, record this was difficult, “from the vast number
Appendix III of the Bern Convention. How attitudes have
of oak trees of great size, some of them 10 or 12 feet in
changed!
diameter, that had been in the course of ages carried down
by the river and were embedded in the bottom of the lake,
forming as it were a net-work of trees and branches most
More ominously, they are now also listed in the species
difficult to penetrate.” Such huge oaks were once part of
action framework for action over the next five years due to
the red squirrel’s habitat.
their decline in numbers. Why this after they had so
successfully re-established themselves? Enter the menace
of the grey squirrel, introduced into England from North
By 1850 most of the great forests of the Highlands were
gone; with drastic impacts on the red squirrels habitat and America in the 1970s. Bigger than the red, and apparently
doing better than the red in broadleaved woodlands, this
wildlife in general. As late as 1870 large scale fellings
busy little coloniser has been pushing the red out of much
occurred in Glen Feshie. Much of Rothiemurchus Forest
was felled to provide timbers for the Highland railway. The of its former habitat. Within living memory red squirrels
first world war saw further large scale fellings and the nadir could be seen within a few miles of London Bridge but they
have steadily lost ground. Now, 75% of the surviving UK
of forest cover in Scotland was reached in 1946.
population of about 160,000, under pressure from the UK’s
Wild species were hunted to extinction or near extinction in 2.5 million greys, are in Scotland, sheltered within
Scotland for various reasons, including perceived danger to pinewoods where they have a competitive advantage over
humans or their livestock or crops or for their economic
the grey. Now the focus is on eliminating or containing the
value. Among extinctions, reindeer were probably simply
grey squirrels. Time to reform the Highland Squirrel Club
overhunted for their meat and hides, beaver for their furs,
with the grey in its sights? The Scottish Wildlife Trust has
and wolves as a danger to humans and their livestock.
joined forces with Scottish Natural Heritage, Forestry
Historical traditions record that the last wolf in Scotland, a
Commission Scotland and Scottish Land and Estates to
remarkable animal, was killed in at least three places. But
undertake the first nationally co-ordinated attempt to stop
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biting ticks or mites or other parasitic vectors inhabiting
both species?
So, is there hope for the red squirrel? Preventing the
spread of a virulent infection between wild animals is very
difficult, if not impossible. Enter the pine marten,
recolonising across Scotland under legal protection to the
point where there are now more than 3,500 breeding adult
pine martens. They have spread south to where grey
squirrels have colonised and, where that happens, grey
squirrel numbers have declined. Greys, it is observed,
spend more time on the ground and this makes them more
vulnerable to predation by martens. Researchers have
shown this happening around the Cairngorms, in
woodlands in Perthshire, near Pitlochry and Aberfeldy!
Could the red squirrel develop resistance to the virus?
Recent reports give hope that some reds seem to be
resisting the disease. Among over 500 red squirrel corpses
found in a recent survey, there were eight that showed they
had been exposed to the virus but this was not their cause
of death. There was also a case of one squirrel in captivity
that survived exposure to the virus. It would seem some
squirrels have natural resistance that will therefore
presumably be selected for. Is that the future for the red
squirrel? Only time will tell.

The cutest kid on the block

the decline of red squirrels in Scotland. The Saving
Scotland's Red Squirrels Project is attempting to limit the
spread of the grey.
But the grey had also brought a bigger menace, the
squirrel pox virus. Grey squirrels are not, as sometimes
miss-stated, immune to this virus. It seems to be quite
readily infected but with little or no damage to its health –
which permits it to become a reservoir and carrier for the
virus. Reds, in contrast, die rapidly when infected. Greys
are almost certainly their most important source of
infection. Certainly, research at Newcastle University has
shown that where the pox virus is present in grey squirrels,
the rate of decline of red squirrels is 25 times faster than
elsewhere. But how does the transmission occur? It is still
uncertain how the pathogen spreads. The two species
don’t spend time in close company. The virus persists for
weeks on material in and on skin lesions caused by the
disease. Do red squirrels become infected from such
material contaminating bird tables or special squirrel
feeders or through just contact with such material or body
fluids contaminating branches, trees etc in woods they
share? Does it spread from squirrel to squirrel perhaps by

Either way, the story of the red squirrel is a case history
exemplifying much that has needlessly damaged our
wildlife. Mainly, these causes have been destruction of
habitat by overexploitation as happened to Scotland’s
forests, alien introductions leading to highly damaging
invasion include the common mink, and pointless
persecution for supposed damage to human through
damage to other valued species (dippers, for example,
were killed by gamekeepers at one time because they were
wrongly supposed to eat salmon eggs). It continues as red
kites that are harmless to grouse and other game birds are
still illegally persecuted.

Is this where red squirrels pick up the pox virus?

